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ABSTRACT

In many applications, we find large video collections from
different genres where the user is often only interested in
one or two specific video genres. So, when users are querying
the system with a specific semantic concept, they are likely
aiming a genre specific instantiation of this concept. Thus,
a question is how to detect genre specific semantic concepts
such as Child in HomeVideo, or FrontalFace in Porn, in an
efficient and accurate way. We propose a framework to do
such genre-specific context detection. Genre specific mod-
els are trained based on a training set with data labelled
at video level for genres and at shot level for semantic con-
cepts. In the classification stage, video genre classification
is applied first to reduce the entire data set to a relatively
small subset. Then, the genre-specific concept models are
applied to this subset only. Experiments have been con-
ducted on a small, but realistic 28-hour video data set in-
cluding YouTube videos, porn videos, TV programs, as well
as home videos. Experimental results show that our pro-
posed two-step method is efficient and effective. When fil-
tering the data set such that approximately a percentage is
kept equal to the prior probability of each video genre, the
overall performance only decreases about 12%, while the
processing speed increases about 2 to 10 times for different
video genres.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Sys-
tems—Multimedia Database

General Terms

Algorithms, Design, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Semantic indices to videos can be computed at two differ-

ent levels, namely at the genre level and the semantic con-
cept level. At the genre level, videos are roughly classified
into a couple of pre-existing genres, while at the semantic
concept level, video shots are classified by a measure indi-
cating the presence of a given concept. Genres and semantic
indices have an intimate relation, some concepts are specific
to one genre, where other concept have different visual char-
acteristics in each genre. See Figure 1 for some examples.
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Figure 1: Our goal is to perform genre-specific se-
mantic video indexing, such as detecting Child in
HomeVideo, or FrontalFace in Porn.

A video genre is a set of videos sharing similar style [22],
which is chosen by the director of the program, and where
the style fits the purpose of the genre. For example, pop-
ular video genres are news broadcast, home-video, adver-
tisement, music, sports, and movies. In many applications,
we find large video collections from different genres where
the user is often only interested in one or two specific genres.
Our use case is a police investigator who is examining a hard
drive of a computer for illegal material, such as Child Abuse.
Having videos classified into pre-existing genres is one way
to make the browsing task easier as it provides the means to
browse large scale video sets more efficiently. At the same
time it provides a context to further analyze semantic con-
tents of multimedia data.

At the semantic level, research in concept-based video in-
dexing focuses on building large numbers of unrelated indi-
vidual semantic concept detectors [20, 25, 26] such as sun-

sets, indoor, outdoor, cityscape, landscape, mountains, and
forests, or creating a set of concept detectors based on knowl-
edge such as the concept ontology described in [4, 12,14].

When considering the relation between genres and con-
cepts we should distinguish the following two cases. The
first case occurs when a concept is specific to one genre,
i.e., it never occurs in other genres. For example, the con-
cept CloseupNudity appears only in the Porn genre, and the
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concept AnchorPerson shows up only in News Broadcast, as
illustrated in Figure 1. For such concepts, it is inefficient to
train a generic classifier in a traditional way, i.e., using the
entire training data. As these concepts only appear in cer-
tain genres, we can focus on a genre-relevant subset. So, it is
possible to utilize video genre classification to filter out most
of the irrelevant materials, resulting in a relatively small sub-
set of the original data set, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Video Set

Genre Classification

Genre-relevant

subset
Genre-irrelevant

subset

Genre-specific Concept Detection

Step 1

Step 2

Figure 2: Our two-step framework for genre-specific
video indexing. First, we reduce the entire set into a
much smaller subset by performing video genre clas-
sification to filter out most of the irrelevant videos.
Then, the genre-specific concept models are used to
classify the estimated subset of the test set, based
on the outputs of the video genre classification.

In the second case, one concept might occur in several gen-
res. For example, Indoor or Outdoor can be in Broadcast,
HomeVideo, Sports, and Porn. For such concepts, there are
often large variations among different genres, resulting in
diverse visual appearances. For instance, in a movie people
never look into the camera directly, whereas in home video
or in mobile phone video talking heads are appearing quite
often. We call such concepts genre-specific concepts. Obvi-
ously, this variation becomes less if we restrict the analysis
to videos in a particular genre type hence concept detec-
tion becomes easier. For example, the Table in the Meeting

genre is more restricted than a general table. When the users
only care about a certain concept within a target genre, the
generic concept models are prone to be under-fitting the
data. To improve, genre-specific concept models need to be
derived from the subset within the specific genre.

As explained above, in this paper we consider detecting
genre-specific semantic concepts for a given video genre in
an efficient way by creating a two-step framework, as illus-
trated in Figure 2. In the first first stage, genre-specific
concept models are trained based on the data from the tar-
get video genre. In the classification stage, we first perform
video genre classification to filter out most of the irrelevant
videos. The genre-specific models are then used to classify
the remaining videos. Of course this introduces the risk of
throwing away too much videos so we need to carefully han-
dle the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we review related work. We introduce our framework in
Section 3. In Section 4, extensive experiments are presented,
followed by conclusions and future work in Section 5.

2. RELATEDWORK
We briefly introduce video genre classification and concept-

based semantic indexing and then discuss how to detect
genre-specific concepts.

2.1 Video Genre Classification
A video genre is a set of video documents sharing similar

style [22], such as broadcast, home-video, or movie. Work on
automatic video genre categorization begins with Fisher [5]
in 1995. Till now, most of the existing work focuses on
movie, TV [16,31,34] or online videos [2, 24,30,33].

Yuan [34] presents an automatic video categorization scheme
based on a hierarchical ontology of video genres, in which
the basic genres are: movie, commercial, news, music video,
sports, and so on; then movie and sports are further divided
into a couple of sub-classes. A Hierarchical SVM united in a
binary-tree form is effective for the generic problem of video
genre classification, but ignores the fact that users might be
interested in a limited number of genres for further analy-
sis. The complexity of the hierarchical genre structure might
yield low performance for a set of limited video genres.

To enable taxonomy-based browsing, Borth [2] presents a
framework called TubeFiler to categorize web videos based
on a 46-category genre hierarchy. The first-level seven cat-
egories are classified based on metadata such as tags and
titles. Then, the second-level 39 sub-categories are fine-
grained automatically based on visual features. This method
performs well when sufficient metadata is present, but in
cases where this is lacking, like our use case, a content-based
solution is required.

2.2 Semantic Indexing
Extracting the semantics of videos is one of the most

important tasks in content-based semantic indexing. Till
now, many concept detectors have been obtained using dif-
ferent pattern recognition techniques. In early literature
[20, 25, 26], specific concept detectors, such as news anchor

person, sunsets, indoor, outdoor, mountains, and forests,
have been developed specifically developed for the target
class. Other work explores the relationships between se-
mantic concepts, such as hierarchical models [4], the co-
occurrence of two concepts [13], actions or objects in con-
text [10,15], and inter-concept relationships [8, 14,29].

The TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) con-
ference [18,19], starting from 2001, started providing a large
test collection as a benchmark for all participants. Among
others, systems such as IBM system [1], MediaMill [21], the
Video Diver System from Tsinghua [28], the Columbia sys-
tem [3], and the Informedia system from CMU [6], have
been developed for this task. With more and more powerful
computing resources, detecting a large amount of concept
detectors is now feasible [12, 23, 32]. The TRECVID has
started the trend to move from specific purpose build mod-
els, to generic models suited for every genre. Thus, methods
require complex statistical models to cover the large varia-
tions in appearance over the different genres. We feel there
is a need to have models which are trained in a generic way,
but which are genre specific, hence they can in many cases
be based on simpler models.

Our goal is different from the traditional concept detection
as introduced above, which considers the concepts in broader
domains, i.e., ignoring the information of the video gen-
res. We mainly consider the efficiency for detecting genre-
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specific concept, using relations such as video genres and
semantic concepts at different semantic level, as illustrated
in Figure 1. When the users only care about a certain con-
cept within a target video genre, the generic concept models
are prone to be under-fitting in such a narrow domain, i.e.,
within the target genre. Consequently, the genre-specific
concept models need to be derived from the data subset
within the specific video genre, which are quite different from
the models using traditional training strategies.

3. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We now detail the framework to predict genre-specific con-

cepts. Suppose there are in total J target video genres G=
{g1, g2 · · · , gJ}, K semantic concepts C = {c1, c2, · · · , cK},
and let the genre-specific concept set be defined as

CG ={c1,g1
, · · · , ck,gj

, · · · , cK,gJ
} ,

with ck,gj
a genre-specific concept defined as the concept

ck∈C within the video genre gj∈G.
Further, assume we have a video set V, divided into two

subsets: a training set VX = {V1, V2,, · · · , VMX
} and a test

set VY = {V ′

1 , V ′

2,, · · · , V ′

MY
}. Shot segmentation is con-

ducted per video on both training and test set, then key-
frames are extracted within each shot, resulting in two data
sets, X = {X1, X2, · · · , XNX

} for the training set VX and
Y={Y1, Y2, · · · , YNY

} for the test set VY , respectively.
As ground truth let Qg : X∪Y→G be a mapping from a

given sample Xi or Yi to its real genre, e.g gj . Similarly,
let Qc : X∪Y→C be a mapping from a given sample Xi or
Yi to its real concept, e.g ck. For the J video genres, video-
based annotations are executed, i.e., each video is assigned a
positive or negative label. All the shots within a single video
share the same genre type. Thus, for the target genre gj

and for each genre-specific concept ck,gj
, all the key-frames

in each shot are labelled as positive or negative samples.
For a given target, which can be a genre gj or a genre-

specific concept ck,gj
, we build a model M(·) based on a set

of annotated examples X(·) which are a subset of X defined
by the argument of M . With the model we can compute
the probability P (ck|Yi) given a sample Yi in the test set Y.
Our goal is to predict the posterior probability of the genre-
specific concept P (ck,gj

|Yi). Note, as several concepts are
restricted to one specific genre, many of these will have zero
probability of occurrence.

In the following we will step by step introduce the training
stage and classification stage, as illustrated in Figure 4–5.

3.1 Training Stage
To predict a given genre-specific concept ck,gj

, we use a
two-step strategy: video genre classification is first applied
to filter out most of the irrelevant videos, then the genre-
specific concept models classify the samples within the esti-
mated subset for the given video genre. We call these cas-

cade models. The genre-specific concept models M(ck,gj
)

within the target genre gj can be trained from the anno-
tations as in Figure 3-a (cascade models). Note X(ck∧gj)
denotes the positive sample set, and X(ck∧gj) means the
negative sample set for the concept model M(ck,gj

).
To compare the cascade models to other possible options,

we also train the genre-and-concept joint model M(ck∧gj)
directly from the data annotations as in Figure 3-b. A shot
for both positive genre and positive concept is regarded as

a) Cascade Models

b) Joint Models
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jk gcX ∧
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j
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Figure 3: Three schemes to train genre-specific con-
cept models: a) cascade models, b) joint models,
and c) parallel models. In each sub-figure, the whole
rectangle denotes all possible shots and their distri-
bution (green for positive samples, red for negative
samples, and gray for ignored samples) for a genre
gj, a concept ck, or a genre-specific concept ck,gj

.

a positive genre-and-concept shot; otherwise, it is consid-
ered as a negative shot. Note that X(ck∧gj) is the positive
sample set, while X(ck∧gj) denotes the negative sample set.
Another choice is to combine a genre model and a generic
concept model, e.g. by applying rank fusion. As shown in
Figure 3-c, these two models can be trained in parallel, us-
ing the training set X(gj)∪X(gj) for the genre model and
X(ck)∪X(ck) for the generic concept model, respectively.
So, we call both of them parallel models. Figure 4 illustrates
the above three categories of models in the training stage.

3.1.1 Cascade Models

Following the above ideas, as illustrated in Figure 3-a,
based on the annotations of the J video genres, a set of
genre models can be trained as

MG ={M(g1), M(g2), · · · , M(gj), · · · , MgJ
} , (1)

where M(gj)=P (gj |X). For each genre gj , we train a set of
genre-specific concept models within all the positive videos
for the genre gj , i.e., all the negative videos will be ignored.
The genre-specific concept models are

MS(gj)={MS(c1,gj ), MS(c2,gj ), · · · , M
S(ck,gj

)} , (2)

where MS(ck,gj
) = P (ck|Xgj ). Note that the subset within

the genre gj is Xgj = {Xi : Qg(Xi) = gj}. Accordingly, the
full set of genre-specific concept models is given by

MS(G)={MS(g1), MS(g2), · · · , MS(gJ)} . (3)

3.1.2 Joint Models

For each video genre gj , based on the annotations for a
genre-and-concept pair ck∧gj , we train a set of joint models
for the given genre gj , as

MJ(gj)={MJ(c1∧gj), MJ(c2∧gj), · · · , M
J(ck∧gj)} , (4)

where MJ(ck∧gj) = P (ck∧gj |X). Accordingly, genre-and-
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Figure 4: A flowchart of the training stage. In the
cascade models, the genre-specific concept models
M(ck,gj

) (left) are trained only using samples within
the target genre gj; in the parallel models (middle),
the genre models M(gj) and generic concept models
M(ck) can be trained in parallel; the joint models
M(ck∧gj) (right) are trained based on the annota-
tions for the genre-and-concept pairs ck∧gj.

concept joint models are given by:

MJ(G)={MJ(g1), MJ(g2), · · · , MJ(gJ)} . (5)

3.1.3 Parallel Models

Based on the annotations of the K semantic concepts, we
train a set of generic concept models

MC ={M(c1), M(c2), · · · , M(ck), · · · , M(cK)} , (6)

where M(ck)=P (ck|X). In addition, for the parallel models,
the genre models are the same as defined in equation (1) for
the cascade models.

3.2 Classification Stage
We use a two-step strategy (cascade models) to predict

genre-specific concepts: video genre models are first applied
to filter out most of the irrelevant videos, then the genre-
specific concept models classify the samples within the es-
timated subset for the given video genre. We also compare
cascade models to parallel models and joint models.

We apply all the available models from the previous train-
ing stage on the test set Y, resulting in series of posterior
probabilities P (·) given the i-th test sample in the set Y,
which are listed in Table 1. Based on these posterior proba-

Table 1: The posterior probabilities of different
models, in three categories: 1) cascade models, 2)
joint models, 3) parallel modes.
Name Model Post-Prob. Category

genre-specific MS(ck,gj
) P (ck,gj

|Yi) 1)
joint model MJ(ck∧gj) P (ck∧gj |Yi) 2)
genre model M(gj) P (gj |Yi) 1) or 3)
concept model M(ck) P (ck|Yi) 3

bilities, we can achieve the final scores for these three groups
of models, as shown in Figure 5.

Rank Fusion

final score for the genre-specific  concepts

Test Set VY

SubSet for genre gj

Generic

Concept Models
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Figure 5: A flowchart of the classification stage. The
genre models (middle) are first applied to the en-
tire test set, then the genre-specific concept mod-
els (left) classify shots within the estimated subset.
Rank fusion is conducted combining the outputs of
the genre models and joint models. The joint models
(right) are employed in the entire test set.

3.2.1 Applying Cascade Models

To enable speed-up in detecting genre-specific concepts,
the video genre models are applied to achieve a subset of
the test set for the target genre. More precisely, the genre
model M(gj) results in shot-based scores P (gj |Yi). For the
target genre gj , we discard irrelevant video shots, yielding
a relatively-small subset of the test set

Ỹgj =={Yi : P (gj |Yi)>β} , (7)

where the parameter β is a threshold which controls the
size of remaining subset. For example, a certain percent-
age can be kept according to the prior probability of each
video genre. Based on this estimated subset Ỹgj , we apply

the genre-specific model MS(ck,gj
) to obtain the posterior

probability of the genre-specific concept, PMS (ck,gj
|Ỹgj ).

3.2.2 Applying Parallel Models and Joint Models

A straightforward way to combine a genre model and a
concept model into a genre-specific model is using rank fu-
sion. We combine the posterior probability of the genre gj ,
P (gj |Ỹgj ), and that of the concept ck, P (ck|Ỹgj ), using sim-
ple multiplicative fusion

P (ck,gj
|Y ) = P (gj |Y )∗P (ck|Y ) . (8)

In addition, we apply the joint model MJ(ck∧gj) to re-
trieve the posterior probability of the genre-and-concept pair

PMJ (ck∧gj |Y ) . (9)

3.3 Discussion
For real-world applications, an efficient way to detect the

genre-specific concepts is to use cascade models. For exam-
ple, if we detect the concept CloseupNudity, there is no need
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to apply its corresponding classifier on the entire video set
in a traditional way. We only need to focus on the videos
belonging to the Porn genre, because the concept Closeup-

Nudity only happens in Porn videos.
For the cascade models, it is worth noting that they save

a large amount of human labor during the training stage, as
the video-level genre annotation is much quicker than shot-
level concept annotation. For example, in our development
set, there are more than 7,200 key-frames but only about 250
videos, resulting in at least 20 times’ speed-up. Further, the
video genre classification can be handled in a more efficient
way. It is possible to use cheap features for doing genre clas-
sification and then compute the more complex and expensive
features for a subset only. In addition, the shot-based pro-
cessing can be replaced by randomly or uniformly sampled
frames from each video, skipping shot segmentation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We now experimentally verify the efficiency and effective-

ness of our two-step framework in detecting genre-specific
concepts. We first show the performance of video genre clas-
sification, then we evaluate the genre-specific models. For
the efficiency, we consider how much time can be saved when
applying the two-step cascade models in Section 3.1.1, and
at what loss in performance. For evaluating the effective-
ness, we compare the cascade models with the joint models
from Section 3.1.2 and parallel models from Section 3.1.3.

4.1 Data Set and Basic Setups
As indicated, our use case is a police investigator who is

examining a hard drive of a computer for illegal materials,
such as videos containing Child Abuse. To implement this
task, we use a small, but realistic 28-hour data set (474
videos in total), including some TV programs, home videos,
porn videos, as well as some online videos. This video set is
split into two subsets: 245 videos (15 hours, about 6 G) for
training, and another 229 videos (13 hours, about 5 G) for
testing. The size of videos exhibit large variations: from 2
seconds to 31 minutes. In this data set, 382 videos (81%) are
shorter than 5 minutes, and only 41 videos (9%) are larger
than 8 minutes.

Each videos is first segmented into video shots, and rep-
resentative key-frames are selected from each shot. Further,
visual features are extracted based on the representative
key-frames. The dense sampling detector [11] and Harris-
Laplace salient point detector are applied both in the op-
ponent color space. Then, OpponentSIFT [27] features, a
variant of SIFT [9], are extracted based on a spatial pyra-
mid with a 1×1, 2×2 and 1×3 layout. The Bag of Words
model [17] is employed based on a visual vocabulary of 3961
visual words for the dense sampling detector, and a visual
vocabulary of 3950 visual words for the Harris-Laplace de-
tector. Both of the codebooks are constructed based on the
TRECVID [19] 2007 development set. The Support Vector
Machine with a χ2 kernel [7, 35] is used for learning. In ad-
dition, parameter tuning for the SVM is conducted on the
training set using a 3-fold cross validation. In addition, the
tuning of the parameter β in equation (7) can be conducted
on the training set beforehand.

4.2 Genre-specific Concept Annotation
Six video genres (g1∼g6: Broadcast, HomeVideo, Porn,

MiscOnline, Sports, and Soap) are manually labelled at video

level. Note that MiscOnline means the whole data set ex-
cluding the other five video genres. This rest set mainly
includes some small videos downloaded from the Internet.
Based on the above genre annotations, seven semantic con-
cepts within each genre are annotated at shot level (c1∼c7):
FrontalFace, Child, Indoor, Outdoor, CloseupNudity, Close-

upBreast, and Women-Bikini. In our use case, the investi-
gators are interested in specific concepts such as Closeup-

Nudity and CloseupBreast. Furthermore, the people related
concepts such as child and CloseupNudity and the scene con-
cepts such as Indoor and Outdoor provide important clues
for further investigation.

Since some concepts are restricted to one specific genre,
we illustrate the conditional probability P (ck|gj) of the tar-
get concept ck given the video genre gj in Figure 6. We

Figure 6: The conditional probabilities P (ck|gj) for
the concept ck (y-axis) given the genre gj (x-axis).

ignore all the genre-and-concept pairs with too few positive
samples, set in this case as less than 50, because too few pos-
itive sample in the training set makes learning genre-specific
concept models inaccurate. As a result, we detect 15 genre-
specific concepts (formatted as genre-concept): Broadcast-

FrontalFace, Broadcast-Indoor, Broadcast-Outdoor, HomeVideo-

Child, HomeVideo-Indoor, HomeVideo-Outdoor, MiscOnline-

Indoor, MiscOnline-Outdoor, MiscOnline-Women-Bikini, Porn-

CloseupNudity, Porn-Indoor, Soap-FrontalFace, Soap-Indoor,
Sports-Indoor, and Sports-Outdoor.

4.3 Results of Genre Classification
As described above, video genre classification is the first

step of the genre-specific concept detection. We use the
Average Precision (AP) as a measure to evaluate the shot-
level results of the video genre classification in the full list of
video shots (AP) and in the top 2000 returned video shots
(AP2000) respectively, as shown in Table 2. The Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP) for the current test set is about 0.838.
Based on the current performance, we can conclude that the
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Table 2: The Average Precision of Video Genre
Classification. AP denotes the Average Precision
evaluated in the full list, while AP2000 means the
Average Precision evaluated in the top 2000 shots.

gj Genre Prior AP AP2000
g1 Broadcast 25.7% 0.728 0.580
g2 HomeVideo 13.9% 0.981 0.979
g3 Porn 11.7% 0.991 0.990
g4 MiscOnline 48.8% 0.905 0.568
g5 Sports 9.4% 0.688 0.668
g6 Soap 16.3% 0.734 0.670

step of video genre classification can provide a good starting
point for genre-specific concept detection.

4.4 Cascade Model Evaluation
As mentioned above, the two-step cascade models save

large amount of human labor for annotating training data.
They also speed up the investigation process by reducing the
original data set into a relatively small genre-specific subset.
In this evaluation, we will show how much time can be saved,
without losing too much in performance.

The efficiency curve of the cascade models, i.e., MAP vs.
how large a percentage is kept from the test data set is illus-
trated in Figure 7. When keeping the full test set (100%),
the highest MAP which can be achieved is 0.478. When
using the two-step cascade models to filter-out 50% of the
data, the MAP decreases about 3% (0.464). When 20% of
the data are kept for further processing, i.e., 80% of the data
are ignored, the MAP decreases about 11% (0.424). Even
when 90% of the data are ignored, the MAP decreases less
than 30% (0.346).

Efficiency Curve of the Cascade Models (for All Genres)

0.346

0.424 0.445 0.457 0.464 0.469 0.472 0.475 0.477 0.478

0.000
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Figure 7: The efficiency curve of the cascade mod-
els. The x-axis denotes the percentage of the test
data set kept, while the y-axis denotes Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP). We consider 15 genre-specific
concepts in all the six video genres.

Figure 7 shows the results for all the six genres together.
However, the prior probabilities for different video genres
vary, as listed in Table 2. So, we show similar efficiency
curves for each video genre separately in Figure 8. From the
figure, we observe that, if we keep approximately a percent-
age of the data equal to its prior probability for each video
genre, the average performance for these six genres decreases
about 12%. If we keep a large portion of the data e.g. twice
its prior probability for each genre, the average performance
decreases about 2%. Consequently, we conclude that our
two-step framework can easily throw away most of the use-

less materials for the genre-specific concepts in each target
genre, while the loss in performance is in a reasonable range.

4.5 Comparison with Other Schemes
Next to the cascade models, we also implemented the

other two methods defined in Section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. We
compare these three kinds of models. Briefly speaking, the
cascade models, namely scheme A1), train the genre-specific
concept models within the target genre, and classify the sub-
set belonging to the target genre. The joint models, namely
scheme B, train the genre-and-concept joint models based
on the annotations for the genre-and-concept pairs. The
parallel models, namely scheme C, fuse the results from the
video genre classification and the generic concept detection.
In addition, to get a better understanding of our framework,
we also use the ground truth of the video genres to obtain
a subset for each target genre. We denote a variant of cas-
cade models as scheme A2, which is using the ground truth
information for each video genre.

The performance of these different schemes is listed in Fig-
ure 9. Since the genre-specific concept models only classify a
subset of the test set, we consider the Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP) in the top 500 shots (AP500) and top 1000 shots
(AP1000), respectively. From this figure, we conclude that,
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Figure 9: Comparing the cascade models to the par-
allel models, the joint models, and a variant of cas-
cade models using the genres’ ground truth (instead
of using the predicted genre results). The Mean Av-
erage Precision in the first 500 (left group) and 1000
(right group) shots are listed.

with accurate information of the video genres, a variant of
the cascade models (A2) indicates the upper bound of the
performance for the original cascade models (A1) using the
results of the video genre classification. Further, the cascade
models (A1) are consistently better than the parallel models
(C) and the joint models (B). We conclude that our two-step
cascade models are effective.

4.6 Discussion
As introduced in Section 1, there are two different types

of genre-specific concepts. In the first case, a concept occurs
only within a specific video genre, such as Porn-CloseupNudity.
In the second case, a concept might occur in any genres, such
as the Indoor and Outdoor in different genres. As shown in
Figure 7-c), the efficiency improvement of the first case is sig-
nificant. For the second case, HomeVideo and soap perform
the best. Though the efficiency improvement of MiscOnline

is not so good as for the other video genres, its performance
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Figure 8: The efficiency curves of the cascade models. The x-axis denotes which percentage of the test data
set is kept; the y-axis denotes Mean Average Precision (MAP). We consider each video genre separately,
resulting in six sub-figures. These sub-figures show the results for six video genres from a) to f).

is still reasonable. One reason is that the prior probability
of MiscOnline, almost 50%, is higher than other genres in
the test set. So, its intra-genre diversity is still large. A
possible solution is to further split MiscOnline into several
sub-genres to make the intra-genre variation smaller.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a two-step framework to de-

tect genre-specific concepts, such as Child in HomeVideo,
orFrontalFace in Porn. Video genre classification is applied
first to filter out most of the irrelevant material, resulting in
a relatively small subset. Then, the genre-specific concept
models, which are trained within each given video genre,
classify the videos in the estimated subset only. Experimen-
tal results show that our two-step method is efficient and
effective. If ignoring a percentage of different video genres
equal to their priors, the overall performance only decreases
about 12%, while the processing speed is between 2 to 10
times faster depending on the video genre. If keeping the
corresponding percentage of the different video genres at

twice their prior probabilities, the overall performance only
decreases about 2%. This two-step method also performs
better than the fusion of the parallel models (the genre mod-
els and generic concept models) and the genre-and-concept
joint models. As a result, we conclude that our framework
provides an efficient way to detect genre-specific concepts.

In future work, we will test our framework on a large-scale
video data set. Applying the two-step cascade models, it is
possible to use cheap features for doing genre classification
and then compute the more complex and expensive features
for a subset only. For example, the shot-based processing
can be replaced by randomly or uniformly sampled frames
from each video, skipping shot segmentation for the step of
video genre classification. This will further speed up the
process of finding the genre-specific concepts.
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